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A. Does not exist in psychoanalytic theory
B. Is the selfish side of the ego
C. Is the judge of the superego
D. Encompasses everything a person refuses to acknowledge

**Answer:** D

**QUESTION:** 8
At a conference you hear a colleague talking about concerns of symptom substitution with a young client whose parents are pushing for rapid symptom reduction. You make the assumption that this colleague is

A. A behavioral counselor
B. A Logotherapist
C. An analytically trained counselor
D. A cognitively trained behaviorist

**Answer:** C

**QUESTION:** 9
A conditioned association in a person means

A. An unlearned association
B. An instinctive association
C. An operant
D. A learned association

**Answer:** D

**QUESTION:** 10
All behavioral reinforcers

A. Always raise behavioral probability
B. Always are positive
C. Do not raise behavioral probability
D. Never are positive

**Answer:** A
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